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and non-communist South Vietnam, the United States spent in excess of $ billion and lost 58, REVIEW ARTICLES
highlights inter-service . incident that might precipitate overt Soviet or Chinese involvement in the war'. (P- 47)-.

According to a Harris poll , fewer than 50 percent agreed that it was "inhuman and immoral for the U.
According to Clarence Wyatt, the American disengagement was: like watching a film running backward. A
study authorized by the Trilateral Commission in to examine the "governability" of American democracy
found that "the most notable new source of national power in , as compared to , was the national media,"
suggesting also that there was "considerable evidence to suggest that the development of television journalism
contributed to the undermining of governmental authority. On August 18, Operation Starlite began as the first
major U. Peers to look into the allegations. As one observer put it, "we were not in Vietnam for 10 years, but
for one year 10 times. During the Vietnam War, the use of the helicopter, known as "Air Mobile", was an
essential tool for conducting the war. Johnson ascribed to the domino theory, and he believed that South
Vietnam was the victim of communist aggression from and directed by North Vietnam. The psychological
impact of the Tet Offensive effectively ended the political career of Lyndon Johnson. That position has failed
to persuade most specialists in the field, in large part because it greatly exaggerates the military and political
virtues and success of the United States and the government of South Vietnam. The U. They leaked
information from discussions with Diem to the press, embarrassing him and thwarting the embassy's vigorous
efforts to win and end to the anti-Buddhist repressions. Coup followed coup as South Vietnamese generals
vied for power. Wiest, Andrew. The average age of the U. During the savage fighting that took place, both
sides learned important lessons. Under Westmoreland, the expansion of American troop strength in South
Vietnam took place. Three decades later, Robert McNamara, a key architect of the Vietnam War who served
as defense secretary for both Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, renounced those wartime claims â€” the very
ones he and others had invoked to justify the war. Partly for these reasons, the war that followed, from to the
withdrawal of American forces in and the final defeat of South Vietnam in , was an uphill struggle for the
mighty US military. Should we trace it back to the s when President Harry Truman authorized U. In
September and October , members of the administration openly discussed methods by which the media could
be coerced into docility. Despite enormous British support, Union forces prevailed. Vietnamization of the war,
however, created a dilemma for U. London: Routledge,  The adoption of this strategy, however, brought
Westmoreland into direct conflict with his Marine Corps commander, General Lewis W.


